
The Natural Series:
  Pure Chungking bristles
 Suited for Milk Paint, stains & waxes 
 Helps to create textured finishes
 Ideal for stenciling

The Original Series:
  Blend of natural & synthetic bristles
  Suited for applying all types of paint
  The natural bristles help to hold humidity 
  and paint for excellent coverage 
 + faster application on large surfaces
  The synthetic bristles help 
 to smooth the paint

The One by Staalmeester series:
  Ultra-fine 100% synthetic fiber
  Suited for applying all types of paint 
 and finishes
 Many sizes for detailed work and large 
 flat surfaces
  Ideal for blending on large surfaces
  The ultimate tool in achieving a smooth
 brush stroke free finish

The Pro-Hybrid series:
  100% synthetic fiber for a smooth finish
  Ideal for a brush stroke free finish
  Suited for applying all types of paint

What do all the Staalmeester brushes have in common?
  Handmade in Europe      Sustainable packaging (eco-friendly inks on recycled paper)   

  FSC sustainable wood used for the handles    Developed by a proud Dutch family company

AVAILABLE IN 4 UNIQUE SERIES  
FOR YOUR PROJECTS

Pick your series based on your project & desired result: 

 Your new favourite brush
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SHAPES AND APPLICATIONS
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1   Oval brush: the oval shape makes it easy 
 to switch between narrow and larger 
 surfaces with the same brush.

2   Round brush: extremely versatile and  
 perfect for painting furniture, doors, 
 spindles and cabinetry.

3   Flat brush: suited for painting medium 
 to large tables, doors, or dressers.

4   Pointed sash: perfect for edging work 
 and cutting in. With this brush it’s easy to 
 get into corners without leaving excess 
 paint behind. So versatile that it can also  
 be used for flat surfaces.

5   Bended brush: is best used on 
 surfaces that are hard to reach, like  
 edges and corners. 

6   Decoration spalter: has an easy grip
 handle for smooth application. Perfect for  
 painting furniture and the handles help  
 apply gold leaf.

7   Artist brushes: perfect for furniture 
 painters & artists when creating fine 
 painted details. There are several styles
 that are uniquely shaped for those  
 special projects.

8   Paint rollers: Microfelt, lint free rollers,  
 suited for all paints + topcoats to produce  
 your flawless finish. These fine quality rollers  
 withstand several cleanings for multiple   
 projects. Available in various sizes.
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